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Overview
• HSLIC Scholarly Communication Initiative
• UNM’s copyright management strategy in
support off the
h Policy
P li
• UNM’s CTSA training program

HSLIC Scholarly Communication Initiative
• Created a small committee
• Created a website:
http://hsc.unm.edu/library/SCI/
• Created “canned” talks on Policy compliance for
various venues
• Created a one-on-one consultation service
• Annual Scholarly Communications Conferences
• Research on compliance rates and investigator
use of our institutional repository

UNM’s
UNM
s Copyright Management Strategy
• Requires every investigator to sign a statement
giving UNM non-exclusive rights to any works
derived from funded NIH grant applications
• Sort of gives the investigators an “out” if they
mismanage
i
their
h i copyright
i h so that
h the
h university
i
i
can submit their work

Example Issue

CTSA Training Program
• The CTSA FOA mandates inclusion of biomedical
informatics in a graduate training program and
a biomedical informatics “core”
core or “key
key
function” in the CTSA organization
• Extensive
E
i participation
i i i iin CTSA planning
l i
meetings

UNM CTSA MS in Clinical Research
38 credits total:
• 14 “level 1”
credits
• 3 “level 2” credits
• 2 “level 3” credits
• 1 “level 4” credit
• 4 credits “Clinical
I
Investigator”
ti t ”
seminars
• 6 credits thesis

CTSA Required (“Level 1”) Biomedical
Informatics Course
• 16 hours of class time
• 5 hours for scholarly communication topics
• 3+ hours for searching of the biomedical
literature
• 8 hours for “traditional” biomedical informatics
p
topics

Our Strategy
gy / Lesson Learned
• Plan for the near and long terms
• Make folks from HSLIC indispensible to the
CTSA
• Build long term relationships with the CTSA i.e.,
seep into the cracks
cracks”
“seep
• Exceed expectations
• “Speak
“S
k the
h language
l
off the
h buyer”
b
”
• Illustrate the short term, “selfish” benefits to
investigators first, the loftier benefits will follow

Our Strategy
gy / Lesson Learned
• Keep investigator and programmatic needs in
the forefront
• By
y providing
p
g the Biomedical Informatics
Curriculum we seized the opportunity of a
p
audience of promising
p
g junior
j
“captive”
investigators at UNM

Our Motto

Persistence beyond all reason!
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